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TwoTwo--Level LogicLevel Logic

>> What is TwoWhat is Two--Level Logic?Level Logic?
>> Why Two Levels?Why Two Levels?

== UniversalUniversal
== SpeedSpeed
== SimplicitySimplicity

>> Typical Two Level Circuits:Typical Two Level Circuits:
ANDAND--OR, OROR, OR--AND, NANDAND, NAND--NAND, NAND, NORNOR--NORNOR

>> Cost Functions in TwoCost Functions in Two--Level CircuitsLevel Circuits
== Number of gatesNumber of gates
== Number of Number of faninfanin (gate inputs)(gate inputs)
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Quine’s PI TheoremQuine’s PI Theorem
>> Review: Implicants and PIs:Review: Implicants and PIs:

Let Let f: Bf: Bnn→→BB
== A minterm is an implicant if the corresponding discriminant is 1A minterm is an implicant if the corresponding discriminant is 1..
== An implicant with An implicant with kk literals has literals has 22nn--kk such minterms, who share these such minterms, who share these 

kk literals.literals.
== An implicant An implicant ll11••••••llkk is prime iff is prime iff ll11••••••lljj--11llj+1j+1••••••llkk is not an implicant for all is not an implicant for all 

11≤≤jj≤≤kk. . 
== In the cubical representation, for an implicant with In the cubical representation, for an implicant with kk literals, literals, 

•• k = nk = n: a vertex (minterm): a vertex (minterm)
•• k = nk = n--11: an edge : an edge 
•• k = kk = k: an (: an (nn--kk))--dimension face (plane)dimension face (plane)

z

x

y

xy’z’

xy’z

xyzx’yz

xyz’

yz

x>> (Quine’s Theorem [1952])(Quine’s Theorem [1952]) A minimal SOP must always A minimal SOP must always 
consist of a sum of prime consist of a sum of prime implicantsimplicants..

>> Minimal in terms of number of literalsMinimal in terms of number of literals
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Computing PIs: Computing PIs: Tabular MethodTabular Method

f(w,x,y,z) = x’y’ + wxy + x’yz’ + wy’z
1. Rewrite in minterm canonical form;

f(w,x,y,z) = (wx’y’z+wx’y’z’+w’x’y’z+w’x’y’z’)+ 
(wxyz+wxyz’)+(wx’yz’+w’x’yz’)+(wxy’z+wx’y’z)

2. Group by number of complement literals;
3. Merge terms in adjacent groups;

Xy + Xy’ = X ---- distancedistance--1 merging1 merging
4. Repeat step 3. until no new term is created. 
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f(w,x,y,z) = (wx’y’z+wx’y’z’+w’x’y’z+w’x’y’z’)+
(wxyz+wxyz’)+(wx’yz’+w’x’yz’)+(wxy’z)

xxw’x’y’z’w’x’y’z’
xxw’x’z’w’x’z’xxw’x’yz’w’x’yz’
xxw’x’y’w’x’y’xxw’x’y’zw’x’y’z
xxx’y’z’x’y’z’xxwx’y’z’wx’y’z’
xxx’yz’x’yz’
xxwx’z’wx’z’

x’z’x’z’xxx’y’zx’y’zxxwx’yz’wx’yz’
x’y’x’y’xxwx’y’wx’y’xxwx’y’zwx’y’z

wy’zwy’zxxwxy’zwxy’z
wyz’wyz’xxwxyz’wxyz’
wxzwxz
wxywxyxxwxyzwxyz

More on Quine’s Method:More on Quine’s Method:
↑↑ Easy to implementEasy to implement
↑↑ Can handle donCan handle don’’t carest cares
↓↓ inefficientinefficient

Check for:
Xy + Xy’ = X

All prime implicants:All prime implicants:
wxy, wxz, wyz’, wxy, wxz, wyz’, 
wy’z, x’y’, x’z’wy’z, x’y’, x’z’
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Computing PIs: Computing PIs: Iterated Consensus MethodIterated Consensus Method

>> Start with: SOP standard form (as compared to Start with: SOP standard form (as compared to 
the canonical form in Tabular Method)the canonical form in Tabular Method)

>> Goal: sum of all PIsGoal: sum of all PIs ---- complete sumcomplete sum
>> Basic idea: xY + x’Z = xY + x’Z Basic idea: xY + x’Z = xY + x’Z ++ YZYZ

---- consensus lawconsensus law
>> Theorem: A SOP formula is a complete sum iffTheorem: A SOP formula is a complete sum iff

== No term includes any other term;No term includes any other term;
== The consensus of any two terms either does not exist The consensus of any two terms either does not exist 

or is contained in some term.or is contained in some term.
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Example: Example: Iterated Consensus MethodIterated Consensus Method

f(w,x,y,z)f(w,x,y,z) = = wx + x’ywx + x’y + xyz+ xyz
= = wx + x’ywx + x’y + xyz + xyz + wy+ wy
= wx + = wx + x’y + xyzx’y + xyz + wy+ wy
= wx + = wx + x’y + xyzx’y + xyz + wy + wy + yz+ yz
= wx + x’y + wy + yz= wx + x’y + wy + yz

↑↑ Start with any SOP formStart with any SOP form
↓↓ Need to compare every pair of termsNeed to compare every pair of terms

Do they have consensus?Do they have consensus?
Does one contain the other?Does one contain the other?

xY + x’Z = xY + x’Z = 
xY + x’Z + YZxY + x’Z + YZ
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Computing PIs: Computing PIs: Recursive MethodRecursive Method

>> Basic idea: if FBasic idea: if F11 and Fand F22 are complete sums, the are complete sums, the 
complete sum of Fcomplete sum of F11••FF22 can be obtained by:can be obtained by:
== Expanding FExpanding F11 and Fand F22 to POS (Boole’s Expansion)to POS (Boole’s Expansion)
== Multiplying out FMultiplying out F11 and Fand F22 by distributive lawby distributive law
== Applying x Applying x ••x=x and x x=x and x ••xx’’=0=0
== Eliminating all terms that are contained in othersEliminating all terms that are contained in others

>> Example:Example: f(w,x,y,z) = (w+x)(x’+y)(y+z)f(w,x,y,z) = (w+x)(x’+y)(y+z)
= (wx’+wy+xx’+xy)(y+z)= (wx’+wy+xx’+xy)(y+z)
= wx’y+wx’z+wyy+wyz+xyy+xyz= wx’y+wx’z+wyy+wyz+xyy+xyz
= = wywy++xyxy++wx’ywx’y+wx’z++wx’z+wyzwyz++xyzxyz
= wy+xy+wx’z= wy+xy+wx’z
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Computing the PIs: Recursive MethodComputing the PIs: Recursive Method

>> Given Given f(x,y,zf(x,y,z….)= (x’ + f(1,y,z..))(x + f(0,y,z…)) ….)= (x’ + f(1,y,z..))(x + f(0,y,z…)) 
(Boolean Expansion)(Boolean Expansion)

>> CC--S(fS(f) = ) = ABSORB((xABSORB((x’ +C’ +C--S(f(1,y,z..))(x + CS(f(1,y,z..))(x + C--
S(f(0,y,z…)))S(f(0,y,z…)))

>> Essentially a recursive procedure. ABSORB is a Essentially a recursive procedure. ABSORB is a 
manifestation of the result outlined in the manifestation of the result outlined in the 
previous slide.previous slide.
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f(w,x,y,z)=w’y’z+xyz+wyz’+wx’y’f(w,x,y,z)=w’y’z+xyz+wyz’+wx’y’

Compute Complete Sum by Recursion TreeCompute Complete Sum by Recursion Tree

f(0,x,y,z)=y’z+xyz f(0,x,y,z)=y’z+xyz = (y+z)(y’+xz) = y’z+xz= (y+z)(y’+xz) = y’z+xz
f(0,x,0,z) = zf(0,x,0,z) = z
f(0,x,1,z) = xz f(0,x,1,z) = xz = (x+0)(x’+z) = xz= (x+0)(x’+z) = xz

f(0,0,1,z)=0f(0,0,1,z)=0
f(0,1,1,z)=zf(0,1,1,z)=z

f(1,x,y,z)=  xyz+yz’+x’y’ f(1,x,y,z)=  xyz+yz’+x’y’ =(y+x’)(y’+x+z’)=(y+x’)(y’+x+z’)
=xy+yz’+x’y’+x’z’=xy+yz’+x’y’+x’z’

f(1,x,0,z) = x’f(1,x,0,z) = x’
f(1,x,1,z) = xz+z’ f(1,x,1,z) = xz+z’ = (z+1)(z’+x) = x+z’= (z+1)(z’+x) = x+z’

f(1,x,1,0) =1f(1,x,1,0) =1
f(1,x,1,1) = xf(1,x,1,1) = x

ww

yy yy

zzxx

00 11

00 11

00 11 00 11

00 11

zz

zz00

x’x’

xx11

f(w,x,y,z) f(w,x,y,z) 
= (w+y’z+xz)(w’+xy+yz’+x’y’+x’z’)= (w+y’z+xz)(w’+xy+yz’+x’y’+x’z’)
= wxy+wyz’+wx’y’+wx’z’+w’y’z+x’y’z+w’xz+xyz= wxy+wyz’+wx’y’+wx’z’+w’y’z+x’y’z+w’xz+xyz

f(x)= (x + f(0)) 

• (x’+f(1))
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QuineQuine--McCluskey MethodMcCluskey Method

Problem: Given a Boolean function Problem: Given a Boolean function ff (may be (may be 
incomplete), find a minimum incomplete), find a minimum costcost SOP formula.SOP formula.

QQ--M Procedure:M Procedure:
1.1. Generate Generate allall the PIs of the PIs of ff, {P, {Pjj} } 
2.2. Generate Generate allall the minterms of the minterms of ff,   {m,   {mii}}
3. 3. Build the Build the Boolean constraint matrixBoolean constraint matrix B, where BB, where Bijij is 1 if is 1 if 

mmii∈∈ PPjj and is 0 otherwiseand is 0 otherwise
4. 4. Solve the minimum column covering problem for BSolve the minimum column covering problem for B

# of literals# of literals
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Example: Example: QuineQuine--McCluskeyMcCluskey MethodMethod

1111wx’y’z
1111wxy’z

11w’x’yz’
1111wx’yz’

1111wxyz’
1111wxyz

1111w’x’y’z’
11w’x’y’z

1111wx’y’z’
x’z’x’z’x’y’x’y’wy’zwy’zwyz’wyz’wxzwxzwxywxy

minimum cover(s):
{x’y’, x’z’,wxy, wxz},
{x’y’, x’z’,wxy, wy’z},
{x’y’, x’z’,wxz, wyz’}.

f(w,x,y,z) = x’y’ + wxy + x’yz’ + wy’z
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More on More on QuineQuine--McCluskeyMcCluskey MethodMethod
>> Goal: Goal: find a minimum SOP formfind a minimum SOP form
>> Why We Need to Find all PIs?Why We Need to Find all PIs?

f(w,x,y,z) = x’y’ +wxy+x’yz’+wy’z
= x’y’+x’z’+wxy+wy’z
= x’y’+x’z’+wxy+wxz
= x’y’+x’z’+wxz+wyz’

>> How We Find Them?How We Find Them?
== Quine’sQuine’s tabular:  tabular:  start with start with mintermminterm, the smallest I, the smallest I
== Iterated consensus: Iterated consensus: complete sum theoremcomplete sum theorem
== Recursive: Recursive: complete sum theoremcomplete sum theorem

1.1. Are all terms PIs?Are all terms PIs?
2.2. Is the form optimal?Is the form optimal?
3.3. Is the form unique?Is the form unique?
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zQuine’s PI TheoremQuine’s PI Theorem
>> Review: Implicants and PIs:Review: Implicants and PIs:

Let Let f: Bf: Bnn→→BB
== A minterm is an implicant if the corresponding discriminant is 1A minterm is an implicant if the corresponding discriminant is 1..
== An implicant with An implicant with kk literals has literals has 22nn--kk such minterms, who share these such minterms, who share these 

kk literals.literals.
== An implicant An implicant ll11••••••llkk is prime iff is prime iff ll11••••••lljj--11llj+1j+1••••••llkk is not an implicant for all is not an implicant for all 

11≤≤jj≤≤kk. . 
== In the cubical representation, for an implicant with In the cubical representation, for an implicant with kk literals, literals, 

•• k = nk = n: a vertex (minterm): a vertex (minterm)
•• k = nk = n--11: an edge : an edge 
•• k = kk = k: an (: an (nn--kk))--dimension face (plane)dimension face (plane)

x

y

xy’z’

xy’z

xyzx’yz

xyz’

yz

x

>> (Quine’s Theorem [1952])(Quine’s Theorem [1952]) A minimal SOP must A minimal SOP must 
always consist of a sum of prime implicants.always consist of a sum of prime implicants.
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>> TestabilityTestability
>> StuckStuck--atat--0/1 Fault Model0/1 Fault Model
>> Redundant GateRedundant Gate
>> Untestable FaultUntestable Fault

An areaAn area--optimal circuit must be fully testable for optimal circuit must be fully testable for 
stuckstuck--at faults.at faults.

TestabilityTestability
StuckStuck--atat--0?0?

00 00 11??
StuckStuck--atat--0?0?

AA33=1:  y=1, z=1=1:  y=1, z=1
AA11=0: x=0=0: x=0
AA22=x’z=1=x’z=1

zzyy

AA33

yyxx zzx’x’

AA11 AA22


